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 “I ask again, who else wants to challenge the warriors of the Golden Crow Kingdom?” 

Dong Qianqiu spoke again. 

How he hoped that a young master would take the initiative to challenge Yayoi Kusama 

and win glory for the country. 

Otherwise, he would have to take action personally. 

“What? No one dares to challenge my young master?” 

The suit butler smiled proudly and continued to challenge: “It seems that the rumors are 

correct. You people from the Dragon Kingdom are not only the sick men of East Asia, 

but also courageous cowards!” 

As soon as these words came out, the whole place exploded. 

“What nonsense! What nonsense are you talking about, you little devil? Believe it or not, 

I will kill you!” 

“Bullshit! It’s so deceiving!” 

“Shi Ke can’t be killed! I will fight with you!” 

“…” 

The warriors roared and roared, gnashing their teeth with anger. 

Several passionate young people rushed forward, but Dong Qianqiu raised his hand to 

stop them. 

Not to mention whether these people can beat each other, if the arena match turns into 

a group fight, then the Dragon Kingdom warriors will really have no face to see anyone 

in the future. 



Not only will he be called the sick man of East Asia, but he will also be stigmatized as 

having no martial ethics and being a loser. 

“You Dragon Kingdom warriors are only incompetent and furious. If you are really 

capable, you will be judged in the ring.” The butler in a suit sneered and said 

sarcastically. 

“enough!” 

Dong Qianqiu’s face turned cold and he said in a deep voice: “Don’t you want to fight? I 

will stay with you until the end!” 

“Yo! Finally you can’t bear it anymore?” 

The butler in a suit smiled playfully: “Dong Qianqiu, you are a prominent figure in the 

world. If you lose today’s battle, not only will you lose face, but also the entire world will 

be discredited. Have you really considered it? “ 

Defeating a few small characters from the Dragon Kingdom is nothing. Only by 

defeating a big shot like Dong Qianqiu can his young master become famous all over 

the world! 

“Hmph! I have been in the world for many years. Although I dare not say that I have 

never met an opponent, I am definitely not someone that a cat or a dog can defeat!” 

Dong Qianqiu said coldly. 

“Really? Then we’ll see.” The suit butler smiled coldly and then stepped aside. 

“etc.” 

Just when Dong Qianqiu was about to step forward to challenge, Dustin suddenly stood 

up and said loudly: “Mr. Dong, why don’t you kill a chicken with a butcher’s knife? Let 

me deal with this kind of person.” 

As soon as these words came out, everyone’s eyes were focused. 

Everyone looked up and down, and there was a lot of discussion. 



No one expected that Dustin would dare to ask for a fight at this critical moment. 

“Hey! Do you know what you are talking about? Even Chen Xingwen lost, why do you 

challenge that little devil? Can you be a little self-aware?” Liu Hongxue sneered. 

An unknown junior actually dares to step forward to ask for a fight. He is really 

overestimating his capabilities! 

“As someone who has experienced this, I would like to advise you not to humiliate 

yourself. If you can’t even beat me, how can you be that little devil’s opponent?” Xu 

Yang sounded like an elder lecturing a younger one. 

“This battle is of great importance. Just in case, let Mr. Dong take action.” Liu Rushuang 

advised. 

Maybe Dustin is a little capable, but now, Long Guo can no longer afford to lose. 

“you?” 

Dong Qianqiu turned back, looked at Dustin carefully, and frowned slightly: “Young 

man, which sect do you come from? Who did you learn from?” 

“Without a sect or a sect, there are idle clouds and wild cranes.” Dustin said truthfully. 

“No sect?” Hearing this, Dong Qianqiu frowned even deeper. 

He doesn’t even have a serious sect, and he still dares to challenge Yayoi Kusama. 

Isn’t this pure nonsense? 

 


